Cornell MPSRE/MBA

Comprehensive knowledge and a competitive advantage for your real estate career
Cornell MPSRE/MBA

What can the MPSRE/MBA do for me?
If you aspire to a career in real estate, the dual degree of a Cornell MPS in Real Estate and a Johnson MBA—combining specialized real-estate knowledge with a solid foundation in general management—can both give you a distinct competitive edge and expand your range of career options.

Providing a comprehensive foundation in real estate, the professional master’s degree gives you the perspectives of developer, owner, investor, financier, operator, and user, as well as grounding in all industry disciplines: architecture, construction, development, finance, investment, law, transactions, property management, urban economics, and planning. From the MBA, you’ll get a strong base in accounting, finance, marketing, operations management, strategy, and leadership; you’ll have many opportunities to delve into entrepreneurship, sustainable global enterprise, consulting, and other areas that interest you.

Why Cornell?
Both the Baker Program in Real Estate and Johnson are renowned for their academic rigor and excellence, boast a deliberately small, collaborative community, and emphasize an applied-learning approach. During your time on campus and after you graduate, you’ll benefit from Cornell’s powerful alumni network—a worldwide community of engaged, supportive individuals ready to share knowledge and open doors for one another.

Two degrees in two years.
You must be admitted to both Johnson’s One-Year Accelerated MBA and Baker’s MPS in Real Estate program before starting. In May, you start at Johnson and learn the core MBA curriculum over the summer. In the fall, you start your year in the Baker program and then spend the final year at Johnson.

Timing | School
--- | ---
SUMMER BEFORE YEAR 1 | Johnson
YEAR 1 | Baker
YEAR 2 | Johnson

Cornell MBA Admissions
mba@johnson.cornell.edu
607.255.4526

Cornell Baker Program in Real Estate
real_estate@cornell.edu
607.255.7110